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The COVID-19
pandemic
has disrupted
livelihoods and
artistes have not
been left behind.
To survive, they
have courted
innovation.

Editor’s note
Electronic case
management
system long
overdue

K

ey
stakeholders
in
the
country’s
administration of justice system converged
at a forum hosted by Director of Public
Prosecutions (DPP) Noordin Haji whose office
launched an electronic case management platform
and standardized decision to charge guidelines
aimed at improving service delivery.
During the launch, they discussed, among other
issues, E-filing of cases, alternative prosecution
aimed
at
decongesting
courts,
efficient
investigations and proper co-ordination between
their respective institutions.
Falling under the umbrella of the National
Commission on the Administration of Justice, those
at yesterday’s forum ventilated on the hurdles they
face and explored avenues for thrashing out the
on-and-off differences among them, which hamper
speedy delivery of justice.
The forum, which brings together the Chief Justice
as chair, the DPP, Ethics and Anti-Corruption
Commission, the National Police Service, the
Directorate of Criminal Investigations and the
Commissioner of Prisons, was yesterday attended
by Interior Minister Fred Matiang’i.
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Overdue as the discussions were, it was refreshing
to see leaders of these crucial institutions exchange
ideas on issues that form the foundation of the
country’s democratic governance system.
Indeed, it is our hope that the participants will
return to their offices energized and with a renewed
desire to implement the resolutions reached for
smooth administration of justice.
So because synergy and discipline have for long
been lacking between some of the central players
in the processing and dispensation of justice.
The intermittent feuds pitting the DPP and his DCI
counterpart have particularly been an irritating
setback.
At the initial stage of their days in office, the
duo gave the impression of a formidable crimebusting pair determined to straighten the country’s
criminal justice system. That is no longer the case.
They are today not only quarrelling each other
in public but are also working against each other
behind the scenes. That is unfortunate indeed.
The two senior officers have no option but to put
an end to their ego and turf wars and look at the
greater good; serving the country by virtue of the
public offices they hold.
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And for CJ David Maraga who is on the
homestretch of his tour of duty it behoves him to
ensure he leaves behind a rich and lasting legacy in
the corridors of justice.
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How artistes are coping
amid COVID-19 pandemic

By Walter Mbita

T

he coronavirus pandemic has greatly
disrupted livelihoods in Kenya for the
past five months. The crisis has left
many wondering how the situation is going to
be in some days to come.
The entire global economy has been deeply
affected. Many sectors have been disrupted,
entertainment industry being one of them.
There are no more shows and live
performances by artistes both at local and
international level. This has left many artistes
to think deeply and come up with a solution
on how they will continue entertaining their
fans and make a living out of it.

There are no more shows and live performances
by artistes both at local and international level.
This has left many artistes to think deeply and
come up with a solution on how they will continue
entertaining their fans and make a living out of it.

At the international level, some popular
musicians have devised new ways of
entertaining their fans.
The American rapper Lil Wayne is currently
doing an online radio show dubbed ‘Young
Money Radio’. The show is a platform where
he interviews his fellow artistes on how they
are coping with the Covid-19 pandemic.
In Kenya, artistes and social media
influencers seem to take this pandemic as if it
is not a big deal. They are doing online shows
and through that, they are helping their fellow
artistes to raise money to help them.
Kenyan social media influencer Xtian Della
has recently started an online Instagram
live show. On this show, Xtian invites young
dancers to showcase and perform live and
whoever will win the dance challenge is given
some money via m-pesa, a move that has
really helped many local artistes in terms of
well-being.
Another popular media personality Felix
Odwuor alias Jalango is also doing online
shows on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
You Tube. The show is named Bonga na Jalas.
The show has been trending at number
one as the most watched online shows by
Kenyans amid the Covid-19. Jalango’s show is
majorly focusing on how the Kenyan artistes
and other most influential people are coping
with the coronavirus and how they are
coming along to help the people hard hard by
the situation.
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“Since coronavirus
outbreak, I decided
to put down my ego
of being a celebrity in
the hood and do what
can help me in my life
before things go back
to normal.”
Paps on the Beat, a musician from
Mathare slums currently meeting
his needs through manual labour in
building and construction sites.

”I created my You Tube channel few years
ago but I was not that much active so when
the Covid-19 hit the country before I left
Milele Fm to Kiss I started an online show for
interviews on how people are coping with the
situation especially the artistes, and so far it
has been doing well and I really appreciate
that,” Jalango said.
Kenya’s popular gospel rapper Ecko Dydda
said since the coronavirus outbreak in the
country, he has done many online shows.
”So far I have done couple of shows through
online and this pandemic has taught us that
always prepare for anything in life and most
importantly to be creative especially during
such times like this. It is a lesson to my fellow
artistes in the industry,” Ecko Dydda said.
Ecko, who was arrested for flaunting curfew
rules, said he made friends in the police cell
and he learnt a lot of things.
In April, President Uhuru Kenyatta
announced that the government was going to
give artistes Sh100 million to support them
after the pandemic cut off their source of

income.
However, some artistes claim that they have
not seen even a cent of the money promised
by the President. According to Red Pen, an
afro pop gospel artiste, he does not know
anyartiste who has benefitted from the funds.
“Yes, there is money which the government
promised to give to the Kenyan artistes to
help us out but until now no one has received
it yet. I have not received neither do I know
someone who has benefitted from the said
funds,” Red Pen said.
For now, he says, he is just surviving by
God’s grace. He advised his fellow artistes
who could be going through this tough time
to not lose hope.
Some established have however taken upon
themselves to help those who have been
greatly affected by the pandemic. Nonini
Mgenge who has been in the music industry
for a decades has come out to help people
in the community by giving basket of flour
and sanitary pads to the girls in the informal
settlements like Mathare.

“It is a tough time for every Kenyan, but the
best thing we can do is be there for each other.
Care and help the less fortunate, but most
importantly, let us follow the government’s
directives so that we can flatten the curve,”
Nonini said.
For upcoming musicians in the ghetto, the
situation is different. Felix Ashiono popularly
known as Paps on the beat, who is a resident
of Mathare slums, has ventured into building
and construction industry , popularly known
as mjengo, as a manual laborer to meet his
needs. He no longer performs at any given
show or event in the ghetto and outside.
Felix says in a day, he can get Sh600 after
doing construction work and that can only
happen when there are a lot of tenders. “Since
coronavirus outbreak, I decided to put down
my ego of being a celebrity in the hood and do
what can help me in my life before things go
back to normal,” Felix, who was supposed to
drop a new single song in June, said.
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SHOFCO and the Mastercard
Foundation provide COVID-19
support in slums

By SHOFCO Media Team

S

HOFCO and the Mastercard Foundation
have launched a partnership under
the Mastercard Foundation COVID-19
Recovery and Resilience Program that is
building the resilience of communities in 10
urban slums in Kenya during the COVID-19
pandemic.
The three-month partnership started in
mid-May 2020 and has since reached 249,116
households with 807,125 people against a
target of 1,350,000 people.
“SHOFCO is on the front lines reaching the
communities that are most at-risk for exposure
to COVID-19 and hardest hit by the economic
fallout from the pandemic. As they literally
go door-to-door, household-to-household,
person-to-person, they are delivering more
than health information, medical services,
sanitation supplies, or work opportunities.
SHOFCO’s effectiveness is derived from the
trust earned from communities, and they are
an example for others seeking to work at the
grassroots level. True to their name, they are

Community health workers teachiing community members basic hygiene to prevent the spread of
COVID-19.

delivering hope, which is just as fundamental
to getting us all through this crisis,” said Daniel
Hailu, the Regional Head, Eastern and Southern
Africa, at the Mastercard Foundation.
The partnership will target 10 of the 14 slums
where SHOFCO has a presence including Kibera,
Mathare, Mukuru, Korogocho, Kawangware
in Nairobi; Bangladesh, Mshomoroni, and
Maweni in Mombasa; and Nyalenda and
Obunga in Kisumu.
“We are taking the COVID-19 message,
temperature screening, soap, and sanitizers to
the doors of the communities we serve in 10
slums in Nairobi, Mombasa, and Kisumu cities.
We do temperature screenings and referrals
of possible COVID-19 cases for further tests in
public testing facilities,” said Kennedy Odede,
SHOFCO co-founder and CEO.
The exercise is led by 1,800 community
health workers and volunteers drawn from
the SHOFCO Urban Network (SUN), SHOFCO’s
grassroots advocacy and leadership platform.

SHOFCO and the Mastercard Foundation
partnered with the Ministry of Health to build
the capacity of the community health workers
and volunteers to relay the COVID-19 message,
identify common COVID-19 symptoms, and
conduct temperature screenings.
Through the SHOFCO Women Empowerment
Program (SWEP), the program has employed
over 100 young women in liquid soap making,
sanitizer packaging, and in the creation of
community health workers and volunteers’
identification jackets.
Naomi Jambiha, a 31-year-old mother of
three is one of the over 100 women who have
been making liquid soap for use in SHOFCO’s
303 hand washing stations placed in strategic
entry and exit points of slums to keep the virus
away.
She says: “When the coronavirus broke out,
my husband could not pay most of the bills
because people no longer bought the clothes
he used to sell. Since May (2020), I have been
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Community health volunteers distributing soap and informational pamphlets.

the breadwinner in our family. I use the money
I get here to pay rent, buy food, and even send
some to our parents at home. In Huruma,
many people lost their jobs due to COVID-19
and others had to go back to their rural homes
because they could not pay rent or get money
to buy food to eat. We have been able to stay
behind because of this soap making at SWEP.
We would be suffering now if it were not for
this job.”
Mildred Achieng, community health worker,
says: “Deaths from coronavirus in other
countries have scared us so much. I need to see
tomorrow. I want to live to tell a story about
coronavirus. That is why I do not want it to
come to my community. I wake up every day
to move around telling my people to practice
simple hygiene measures like handwashing,
wearing a mask, and avoiding gatherings.
When I go to bed every night, I sleep knowing
I have helped someone with information that
will protect them from the virus.”
We are responding to the COVID-19
pandemic. As of 13 July, we have established
303 hand washing stations that have been
used 22,211,907 times. We have also screened
1,400,000 people for COVID-19 symptoms and
distributed 398,768 bar soaps, and 265,942
bottles of hand sanitizers.

Naomi and her fellow SWEP member making liuid soap. Photos: Victor Okoth
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Rights of
arrested
person
fundamental
in serving
justice
By Japheth Ogamba

A

t one point or another in life, you
expect to deal with an arrested person
or you yourself could be the arrested
one. Having basic knowledge on arrest may
actually go a long way in helping you out
of a difficult situation. Chapter Four of the
constitution of Kenya shades light on rights
of an arrested person and is supplemented by
various legislation such as the Police Act.
There are two modes of arrests: arrest by
police and private citizens. There are two
ways that can use to arrest one; by a warrant
of arrest issued to the police by the magistrate
or a judge or without warrants of arrest.
The court order will indicate the reasons of
arrest and it will bear the signature of the
judge or the magistrate issuing the order or
without a warrant where the offense is a
cognizable offenses. Cognizable offences are
offences like rape, riot, and indecent assault.
A magistrate may order an arrest if an offense
is committed in his or her presence; he or she
may order any person to arrest the offender
and may thereupon.
A private citizen’s arrest is allowed in the
event of cognizable offenses. In the event
someone enters your property and causes
damage one is allowed to restrain the
individual who committed the offence and
hand him or her over to the police without
unreasonable delay. It will be up to the police

officers to rearrests or release the arrested
person based on sufficiency of the evidence
presented.
An arrested person should be informed right
away and in a language that the arrested
person understands of the right to remain
silent, the right to communicate with an
advocate or a person who may assist you.
Not everybody is well versed with knowing
English or Swahili. They may be well versed
with their mother tongue. Therefore, before
one makes a statement it should be in a
language that the arrested understands. If an
arrested person has an advocate or knows
someone who can help him/her out, he should
be allowed by the police to communicate with
them for assistance.
An arrested person should also not be
forced to make a confession as there are
consequences of not remaining silent as it
may be used against you in court. Confessions
should be voluntary and not coerced into
making one. In the same breath an arrested
person can choose to remain silent till he is
charged. It is also vital for one to be careful
about what he /she says while under arrest
as it could used against them in court
An arrested person should be taken to court
within 24 hours of being arrested. There is
a limitation to that rule for example getting
arrested on a Friday evening or during a

holiday like Easter or any other holiday for
that matter may prove to be unfortunate. This
is because your appearance in court will be
the next working day. In that case if arrested
on Friday evening on Monday is when you’ll
be taken to court.
Unreasonable force in arresting a person who
has not resisted arrest is a crime on its own
especially when the arrested individual gets
injured. There was a case where two people
were charged with wrongful confinement and
use of unnecessary force after the arrested
person suffered injuries in their hands and
failed to avail him to the police soon. This
serves as a warning to people who aid mob
justice on arrested individuals.
In a recent court case, more than 15 people
were arrested in Ongata Rongai and taken to
the police station. The arrested people had
various constitutional rights violated by the
police officers from not being informed about
their fundamental rights and freedoms to
their presence in court being delayed.
The police officers who arrested them were
ordered by the court to pay more than three
million Kenya shillings in damages. The judge
went on to order that the state will not pay for
the damages making it very unfortunate for
the police officers.
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NGO shines hope for
communities through
monthly stipend
By Ayub Abdallah

R

egular stipend has bolstered living
standards of support group of people
living with HIV in Kakamega county.

Since 2016, when Nephak Organization
started partnership
with Bumulusi
Community Based Organization, the NGO
has empowered a chunk of non-specialist
healthcare providers in Navakholo Subcounty.
The stipend has helped the group members
to educate children in the community, improve
their livelihood and introduce table banking
“Since we started partnership with the
organization, we have been able to educate
children, introduce initiatives like mery-goround and table banking.
“When one of us has a problem and he or
she requires money urgently to sort it out, the
group can lend the member some cash when
we convene during end month meeting,”
Pamela Wambongo , the CBO’s Chairlady said.

Bumulusi CHVs in a meeting held at Nambacha

Jackline Omar, 42, a community health
volunteer from Mukhweso community unit
has been supporting her sons education
through allowance from Nephak.

on general hygiene and HIV/AIDs. The health
volunteers have been in frontline in making
sure people in the community are healthy and
self-reliant.

The son is pursuing Banking and Finance
course in one of the colleges in Eldoret. She
has been paying for the son’s accommodation
fee through the stipend and savings from the
support group.

The voluntary heath frontiers started with a
stipend of KSh 2000 plus facilitation of KSh
500 as a precaution of their job from Nephak.
Later on, it was increased to KSh 4,000.

When Omari’s son form four certificate was
withheld over school fee arrears, she utilised
her commission to clear the fee balance prior
to the release of the K.C.S.E certificate.
Nephak Community health workers lead in
Navakholo constituency, Esther Atambitha
revealed they have a plan to open Bumulusi
CBO bank account to manage their money and
invest on a project that can generative income
to the group members.
Thirty CHVs who are on Nephak stipend
were selected after going through a training

Every CHV has 20 clients, whom they must
attend to every month. To check if they are
maintaining good adherence for taking doses
and sensitize them on general hygiene.
The monthly stipend has empowered the
group member in many ways. Eleven C.B.O
members started an initiative of supporting
each member financially to buy a cattle for a
member every month at a cost of KSh 11,000.
They agreed to contribute KSh 1,000 a
month after receiving stipend confirmation
message.
The initiative set off last year.

“Since we started
partnership with the
organization, we have been
able to educate children,
introduce initiatives like
mery-go-round and table
banking.
“When one of us has a
problem and he or she
requires money urgently to
sort it out, the group can
lend the member some cash
when we convene during end
month meeting,”
- Pamela Wambongo , Bumulusi
Community Based Organization
Chairlady
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Varsity student hawks
coffee as Covid-19 disrupts
livelihoods in slums
By Kevin Oswago

Atieno, who is a first born in a family of
eight, is a proud industrious and hardworking
young mother who despite all the odds had
a high expectations of graduating this year
with a degree in Social Work and Community
Development at Mount Kenya Universty.
Purity is a common face at Olympic bus stop.
Every day she carries coffee-filled Nescafé
branded thermo flask which she uses to
serve her customers. Franchised by Nescafe
a service in which she renders without
discrimination to her clients, she attest that
she started the business four months ago
using a small amount of money from her
savings.
With a small amount of Sh3,700 which was
her starting capital, she has seen her business
expanded to include fried ground nuts as a
complement. She says that in a good day, she
sells more than three flask sof coffee.
Within the short period of time, she has
been able to map all the potential areas
and mastered her customers taste and
preferences.

T

he world has been affected by the
coronavirus pandemic outbreak to an
unprecedented extent. To curb the
spread of the infection that has already taken
hundreds of thousands of lives worldwide,
governments are imposing various lockdowns
and travel restrictions on their citizens.
This has put a stop to many economic
activities and has led to a spike in
unemployment all over the globe. Travel,
tourism and hospitality sectors have been hit
the hardest but many other small businesses
are suffering the consequences as they simply
do not have the funds to keep afloat.
In order to survive this tough situations,
youth have adopted small businesses. An
interview with Purity Atieno from Kibera
revealed this.

Challenges are part of any business and hers
is not an exception. She says that so many
people have ventured into the same business
and competition is now high. Another
challenge is high price of the ingredients.
Insecurity is also one of the challenges in
slums. She says there are areas she cannot
dare to reach because several youths are
jobless and can rob her of her hard-earned
cash. She emphasizes that it is very easy to
start a small business but maintaining it is
hard. She said very small amount of money
can generate a lot if one has identified the gap
to be filled in the market
She concludes by urging her fellow youth
to get out of their comfort zones and find
something to do that generates income and
stop relying on employment that may never
come.

Purity is a common
face at Olympic bus
stop. Every day she
carries coffee-filled
Nescafé branded
thermo flask which
she uses to serve
her customers.
Franchised by
Nescafe a service
in which she
renders without
discrimination
to her clients,
she attest that
she started the
business four
months ago using
a small amount of
money from her
savings.
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DJ Mfalme: Disc Jockeying is
my bread and butter
By Walter Mbita
”I decided
to take it up
because there is
nothing good as
making money
from what you
love.”
- DJ Joe Mfalme

J

oseph Mwenda popularly known as DJ
Joe Mfalme is one of the most sought
after disc jockeys in Kenya and beyond.

growing up.

He was born and bred in Meru County. His
interest in disc jockeying began when he was
13 years old. He grew up while listening to
some of Kenya’s pioneer Djs.

“All that I went through was part of the process
of growth and journey towards success. In
whatever you go through just remember it is
a stepping stone to where you want to go. So
just have a thick skin and remain focused,” he
stated.

The talented disc scratcher did not give up
easily despite the fact that he was facing so
many challenges while starting up his career.
His first job before becoming a DJ was a
caretaker at a DJ academy dubbed Groove
Ryders.

Joe is after talent and he supports young
upcoming deejays. “I have interacted with a lot
of new upcoming djs on my digital platforms.
Some want advice on how to charge for gigs,
others want connections to clients and I do
my best to deliver,” he said.

“I was so passionate about doing this and
didn’t give up. I have never regretted since
then,” he said.

The young and ambitious dj grew up in Meru
and his typical normal day he make sure he
do his practices, he edits and work on his
playlists.

DJ Joe Mflame took this career of deejaing
because he loves playing songs since when he
was in Standard Four.
”I decided to take it up because there is
nothing good as making money from what
you love,” he said.
The 30- year-old says since then nothing had
really pissed him off because he understood
what and whatever he went through while

“I follow up with my clients for work, do
recordings for my TV shows and that is pretty
much. It is like revolving around work. It is
all about how you manage your time well
without misusing it even a bit,” he says.
He says he don’t really know how much his
fans care about him because he do not follow
up on this. “Honestly, I do not follow up much

on this I think I am used to being self-reliant
that is why. And I think it comes from the way
I grew up and also being busy,” the young dj
said.
He describes himself as a simple guy using
his talent to earn a living and to make people
happy as well. “I am a simple guy who is just
using God-given talent to earn a living and to
make people happy. And this is something I
always give God thank for,” he says.
He loves rice and chicken as his favourite
foods.” Rice and chicken are my favourite
foods because for obvious reasons that they
add to life,” he says.
He is so ambitious that he has not completed
his vision on what he wants to achieve. He is
even not close to halfway of what he wants
to achieve. “I am not that close to even what
I want to however, I am almost there. Still I
have a lot to do to reach the goal,” he pointed
out.
He only depends on his lucrative art of
deejaing and he has no any other side hustle.
“Deejaing is my main and only hustle so I do
always take it with all due respect.” he said.
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COVID-19: Soccer players asked to look for side hustles

By Ayub Abdallah

P

osta Rangers centre back Suleiman
Osman has challenged players to look
for side hustles rather than relying on
erratic Kenyan football.
The defender’s remarks were influenced by
the hardship players have been going through
following discontinuity of league matches
fdue to COVID-19 outbreak.
The pandemic added salt in the wound
of Kenyan Top tier league players who are
grappling financially due to withheld salaries
brought by financial crisis after the exit of
betting companies that were sponsoring the
clubs.
The former Bidco United and Thika United
player urged his fellow players trading soccer
in the domestic leagues, to look for side hustle
without considering the amount of money
they make out of it.
Suleiman Osman said its better off to get a
hundred shillings daily through substitute job
than relying fully on the clubs salaries.
Kenya Premier League players have gone for
months without salaries. Even the clubs that
seem to be financially stable are feeling the
effect of the global pandemic.
The mailmen defender says despite the
effect of the infectious disease to the sporting

activities, it has opened the eyes of sportsmen
and women who were depending solely on
sports to earn a living.
‘’I have learned many lessons since the virus
made its way into the country. But the major
one is that, it’s important to have a back up
job. Soccer players should no longer depend
on one job to avoid struggling financially,” said
Suleiman Osman
The weight of Covid - 19 has been felt heavily
by grassroot clubs players, whose source of
livelihood comes from training and league
match allowances.
This left majority of County League, Regional
League, FKF Division One and Divisoon
Two players between a rock and hard
place because they have no other means of
livelihood other than allowances they used to
pocket on weekends after league matches.

He added the pandemic has opened the
eyes of soccer managers and players who
were only relying on football to get their daily
bread.
The coach challenged players from all teams
in Kibera that include: Uweza, Gogo Boys,
Kibera Lexus, Kazuri, Kenyatta and Kibra
United not only to depend on football saying
they won’t play beyond 30 years and above
but life has to continue without soccer.
‘’You can only play soccer when you’re 30
years and below. But life has to go on after
hanging your boots. Players have to look for
side jobs that can give them income,” Shofco
Kibera coach stated.
Grassroot clubs and domestic league players
have been training in their own to maintain
match fitness since FKF suspended league
matches .

Shofco Kibera FC Division Two side coach,
Kennedy Onyango echoed the holder of the
heart of Posta Rangers defense advice by
reiterating the need for footballers to engage
in jobs or businesses that generate income.

Coach Sammy Omollo Pamzo squad
defender, revealed the clubs fitness trainer
gave each Posta Rangers players training
program to follow and later report to him on
their progress since the league suspension.

Nonetheless, coach Kennedy says players
were only depending on allowances to provide
for their needs, prior to the suspension of
league tussles amid outbreak of Covid 19.

According to the training program, all Posta
Rangers players must train five days per week
to keep themselves fit for the leagues title
race once it restarts.
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empowering slum youth bydeveloping their media skills and also to bring attention to the issues affecting the residents of informal
settlements. All the work that goes into production of this newspaper is done by youth from the slums. Correspondence should be addressed
to sunmagazine@shininghopeforcommunities.org. You can also visit our Facebookpage https://www.facebook.com/SunMagazineKe/ and
follow us on Twitter @SunMagazineKe for constant news updates, photos, and videos. For news and advertising call 0716810985.
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